Changes in follicular blood flow and nitric oxide levels in follicular fluid during follicular deviation in cows.
Two experiments were conducted to test the hypothesis that there are dynamic changes in follicular blood flow during follicular deviation and that nitric oxide (NO) in follicular fluid (FF) plays a role in regulation of follicular blood flow. In Experiment I, follicular blood flow of the two largest follicles was monitored by using Power Doppler ultrasonography during follicular deviation in sixteen follicular waves during eight estrous cycles in eight cows. Blood flow did not differ (P>0.05) between the dominant follicle (DF) and the largest subordinate follicle (SF) until the beginning of the deviation of the follicular size, but was higher (P<0.05) in DF than in the largest SF one and two days after the beginning of diameter deviation in ovulatory (n=5) and atretic (n=11) waves; respectively. In Experiment II, FF was aspirated from DF and the largest SF on the day of diameter deviation (DF, n=6; SF, n=6) and two days later (DF, n=12; SF, n=9). Nitric oxide did not differ (P>0.05) between DF and the largest SF on the day of diameter deviation but, one or two days after observed diameter deviation NO concentrations were lower (P<0.01) in DF compared to the largest SF. On the day of diameter deviation and two days later E2 levels in FF were higher (P<0.01) in DF than in the largest SF. P4 concentrations in FF were higher (P<0.05) in DF than in the largest SF on the day of diameter deviation, but did not (P>0.05) differ two days later. E2/P4 ratio in FF was the same (P>0.05) in DF and the largest SF on the day of diameter deviation, but was higher (P<0.01) in DF than in the largest SF one or two days later. In conclusion, area of follicular blood flow of DF and the largest SF increased in parallel with follicular size during follicular deviation. Furthermore, there were relationships between changes in follicular blood flow, NO concentrations and E2/P4 ratio in FF following the beginning of diameter deviation in cattle.